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untenable, because there is no way for the delta to create
hills and valleys at its base and still be able to flow to the

sea. Ironically, NASA funded and promoted one of the
scientists leading the attack on the Genesis account -
Eugene Shoemaker - which resulted in much public

awareness of the large amount of research supporting the
young earth contention. Over the years, the number of
scientists and lay persons who continue to question the

traditional view of the creation has grown. Now, as science
advances and discovers the past, the extreme young earth

arguments have essentially reached their point of no
return. They are either going to have to abandon their
extreme claims, or re-think the entire science of the

creation. The young earth issues have been going on for a
long time. It will take awhile for science to catch up and
disprove the ideas. Einstein's equations show that mass

equals energy. As we learn new things about the universe,
we learn more about the laws that govern them. As we
discover more things about the universe, our universe

becomes more laws we could potentially explain. This year
two cosmologists predicted that the universe could end in
an explosion so violent that it would make the original Big

Bang look like a gentle, spit and polish affair. Dr Tullio
Bhatnagar and Dr Robert Ekevow have proposed that the
Big Crunch will be followed not by a quieter fadeaway, but
by a unified explosion of the whole universe. The fact that
both Bhatnagar and Ekevow are Americans indicates that
young earth science may not be confined to the halls of
academia. Dr Emilio Segrev, a former supervisor of the

Hubble Space Telesc
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